
KNOBS
We’ve got a handle on 

decorating with 
KNOBS AND HOOKS!

Knob & Hook DIYs
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



Cover Project: Glass pulls become handles 
for painted wood planks that become trays. 
Tip: Shorten and countersink your screws 
so they don’t protrude from the wood.

A command center should have a commanding presence, right? This one features a painted wood 
panel with an assortment of organization-ready hooks, drawer pulls and wood pieces screwed right 
on. P.S. We painted the chalkboard and wood canvas.

Custom curtain rods in less time than an episode of a home improvement show? Here’s how: Drill 
holes in the ends of a 1-inch painted dowel rod and then pop in the knobs. (Secure one with glue, 
but remember to leave the other unglued so you can replace the curtains.)

look to hooks

rod so rad
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Be-leaf it or not, this tree-
riffic DIY is as simple as 
1) apply vinyl birch 
branches to wall, 
2) paint branch hooks 
to match, 
3) screw hooks into place. 
And just like that, you’ve 
got Mother Nature’s 
catchalls right in your 
very own home.

tree time
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Keep your family’s essentials where they belong—and keep your mornings running smoothly in 
the process—with decorative hooks. Shelf: outfitted with hammered knobs and hook plate. 
Pallet: painted to match shelf and made functional with label-ready hooks.

hook it up
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Llamas are pack animals, but have 
you ever known them to carry 
mugs? Well, now they do! The 
only upgrade we made to these 
trendy hooks was to paint on the 
characteristic blankets. Then it was 
just a matter of screwing them into 
a wood sign and voila: llama love!

latte llamas
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Adding knobs to lids: Drill holes, feed knobs 
through, secure with washers on underside.

Adding knobs to corks: Cut holes 
in corks, shorten knob screws 

with saw, glue knobs into corks.

We just can’t put a lid on our 
love for using knobs to elevate 
everyday items—like jars and 
bottles. Topping lids and corks 
with knobs (how gorgeous are 
those gemstone ones?) takes 
these containers from just fine 
to just fab.

store & adore
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


